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& how it can transform your business…

Open Banking

Global Transaction Banking
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Today’s presentation

1: What is Open Banking (key technological and regulatory components) and how it can assist in optimizing your 
everyday Business? 

2: What is the size of effort and investments needed?

3: What will the future look like?

Source available at: https://sloanreview.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/GEN-Quest-Regulations-Technology-1200x627-1200x627.jpg
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Amazon Go Video

Video

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NrmMk1Myrxc
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Setting The Ground

Of all the changes experienced in financial services 
in the twenty-first century, none has larger 
potential to fundamentally shift business and 
banking models than the Open Banking and 
Internet of Things combined 

Technology

Regulation
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a piece of technology that allows two different systems to 
talk to each other

Setting The Ground: What is an API?
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Setting The Ground: APIs behind the scenes

Weather Snippets

Login with Apple, FB, etc

Travel Aggregators
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The idea of the 
API is much older 
than the term 
itself

First recorded in 
1968

The definition

An application programming interface (API) is a way for two or more 
computer programs to communicate with each other.

Why do we need them?

• Standardize and simplify.

• Enhance & Speed up development of ecosystems.

• Maintain platform consistency.

Stories

Now APIs have evolved. Cloud Machine Learning Engine APIs are 
available for enhancing Artificial Intelligence capabilities of systems

Setting The Ground: APIs simplified…
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The definition

The use of open APIs that enable third parties to connect to Bank systems and 
build applications and services around the financial institutions.

What they offer?

• Greater transparency and connectivity.

• Ability to manage accounts and execute payments through ERP/TMS 
systems removing additional layers and need for external systems

• Many more to come on connecting Financial layer to Commercial layer.

Stories

APIs now are offered from hundreds of financial institutions. 

Setting The Ground: Open Banking simplified…

In 2015, the EU 
adopted the Payment 
Services Directive, 
known as PSD2

The number of open 
banking users 
worldwide is 
expected to grow at 
an average annual 
rate of nearly 50%. 
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Setting the Ground

Open Banking in Payments & Cash Management

A Glimpse into the Future

Key Takeaways

Agenda
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Open Banking in Payments and Cash Management

Account Product 

API

Payment Product

API

The PSD2 Directive introduced new services: The two most important are:

• Account Information Service (AIS) — an online service consisting in providing consolidated information on at least one payment account 
held by a given payment service user with another payment service provider or at more than one payment service provider;

• Payment Initiation Service (PIS) — a service consisting in initiating a payment order at the request of a payment service user in relation 
to a payment account held with another payment service provider;
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Open Banking in Payments and Cash Management

Account API

Payment API

Account Product 

Account 
Information

API

Account 
Transactions

API

Loan Account 
information 

&Transactions

Payment Product

Payment 
Initiation 

API

Bulk Payment 
Initiation 

API

Bill Payment 
Initiation 

API

Bulk Bill Payment 
Initiation 

API

A
V

A
IL

A
B

LE

A
P

IS

Regulatory APIs

Non Regulatory APIs
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APIs in Payments and Cash Management

Your system Bank systems

What’s my accounts’ balance?

Send me my statements!!

Pay now!
done

There you go

Here they are
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APIs in Payments and Cash Management

How does it work
✓ On demand information 

and execution

✓ Industry standard format

✓ Integrate with existing 
TMS/ERP systems

✓ Increase level of 
automation

• Rely on the bank’s 
authentication means to 
perform Strong Customer 
Authentication (SCA) 

✓ Wide range of transaction 
types and account types 
supported.

Customer signs up for the 
API service and 
parameterizes internal 
application (TMS/ERP) to 
connect, retrieve and 
display transaction 
information

Customer provides 
explicit consent with 
strong authentication via 
the Consent API in order 
to get access to the 
specific account set or to 
execute transaction.

A request is sent and Bank 
Systems retrieve info or 
execute the transactions 
replying to the customer 
systems in an appropriate 
manner
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APIs in Payments and Cash Management: Forecasting

Main Account
ERP Systems

Smart Boxes

Collections

Cheque Express

DCT

PayGate

Payments APIsAccount APIs

Single Payments

Mass Payments

Bill Payments

Bulk bill payment

Using the complete set of APIs, Treasury can Automate Forecasting needs
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APIs in Payments and Cash Management: The benefits

Optimize liquidity 
Automate forecasting with visibility on balances and booked 
transactions across all accounts

Payments automated
Optimize your payment processing by streamlining and 
scheduling, improving supplier relations

Your ERP becomes smart
Automate transaction monitoring & reconciliation within 
existing ERP/TMS removing additional layers

Data
Setup advanced reporting capabilities with near real-time features
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Setting the Ground

APIs in Payments & Cash Management

A Glimpse into the Future

Key Takeaways

Agenda
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A Glimpse into the Future: Key vectors in Payments & APIs

Smart payments

Internet of Things (and 5G Edge)

Beyond Banking

With Value adding services, Businesses will
boost their efforts in automation and
digitization to achieve high-levels of
efficiency

Billion of devices connected to Internet with the
ability to execute seamless instant payments

Smart contracts and IoT will facilitate
smart invisible payments

The number of devices and size of transactions
datasets in real-world implementations will drive
automation and digitization

Not yet the norm in Payments, 
but APIs effect is growing
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Key Take-aways

Aim for Synergy
So many possibilities arise. Work with Experts and 
Banks in Open Banking to conquer this space

Think beyond Banking
APIs offer new kind of services to be provided to 
businesses beyond classic Transaction Banking

Be prepared
Instant, Internet of Things and Smart payments are 
going to affect Treasury Management

Working hand-in-hand with your Bank is a catalyst for acceleration
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Thank you for your attention


